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ABSTRACT
Periodic surface structures have been observed on the end surfaces of synthetic silica fibres when they are exposed to
long-term irradiation with light from a 405 nm CW diode laser. The surface structures are generated when the laser power
is at a level which is three magnitudes of order lower than that of the damage threshold. They exhibit multiple bends,
break-ups and bifurcations, unlike interference patterns but rather like the effect caused by short-pulsed laser irradiation on
wide band-gap insulators. The detailed investigation undertaken in this work has concluded that the key parameters that
contribute to the generation of the surface structures are power density, surface roughness, polarisation direction and the
presence of ultraviolet defect centres.

PACS Keywords: single-mode laser, single-mode fibre, surface damage, periodic surface structures, ultraviolet defect
centres
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INTRODUCTION

Most fibre-optic systems available for the UV region use multi-mode fibres (MMF). The fibre comprises a core of
high-OH (> 800 ppm) pure synthetic silica and a fluorine-doped cladding. These systems typically use broadband light
sources, e.g. deuterium lamps, or high-power lasers, e.g. excimer lasers (193 nm, 248 nm, 308 nm) or third and fourth
harmonic of Nd:YAG lasers (355 nm, 266 nm). For deep-UV (170 – 280 nm) applications with these light sources, the
existence and transformation of different UV defect centres have been studied in detail [1,2,3,4]. The most prominent
defect centres in silica fibres are related to an oxygen vacancy [5]. They can be distinguished as the oxygen deficiency
centre ODC(I) at 7.6 eV (163 nm), the E'γ centre at 5.8 eV (214 nm), and the oxygen deficiency centre ODC(II) at 4.95.2 eV (240 – 255 nm). Other defects are oxygen excess related, such as the non-bridging oxygen hole centre (NBOHC) at
4.67 eV (266 nm), and the peroxy linkage (POL) at 3.76 eV (330 nm). Improvements in the manufacturing process have
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lead to UV fibres with significantly lower solarisation, i.e. less generated defect centres during operation, in the deep-UV
region [6,7].
When MMF are used for high-power excimer laser light delivery [8,9], the surface damage threshold of synthetic silica
is the primary limit. Severe optical damage is observed at power densities above 1 GW/cm² for pulsed lasers [10]. The
generation and transformation of defect centres during operation is a second limit. The absorption bands of E'γ centres and
ODC(II) strongly influence the ArF and KrF wavelengths at 193 nm and 248 nm, respectively [11]. When the existence of
two different kinds of oxygen deficiency centres was discovered, it was also found that an ODC(II) can be photobleached
to an E'γ centre by excimer laser irradiation [12,13].
Recent applications of fibre-optic systems in the near-UV require smaller spot sizes or better beam qualities that are not
achievable with MMF [14]. High-OH synthetic silica single-mode fibres (SMF) with mode-field diameters from 2 to 3 µm
for delivery of UV light fulfil these requirements. They are commercially available for the near-UV region (300 – 400 nm)
and can be combined with light from continuous-wave (CW) single-mode diode lasers (375 nm, 395 nm, 405 nm). These
single-mode lasers (SML) are under constant development and achieve high output powers in the range of 100 to 300 mW.
If this high-power laser light is focused to beam waist diameters of about 2.5 µm for coupling to a SMF, power densities in
the range of 2 to 6 MW/cm² are reached.
An effect, unexplained until now, causes the near-UV SMF to degrade over time during operation with 405 nm lasers.
In light of information obtained from users and manufacturers of fibre-coupled 405 nm diode laser systems, the time for an
output power loss of 50 % or more to be reached varies from a few days to a few weeks. In this work, damage brought
about on synthetic silica SMF by irradiation with high-power 405 nm diode lasers is reported. It is important to notice that
the photon energy at this wavelength used in this work is much lower than the energy of the deep-UV absorption bands
and the power density that is achieved is three orders of magnitude lower than the optical damage threshold.
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EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

For the irradiation of the fibre samples, two GaN diode laser modules offering high-power at 405 nm (Nichia) are used.
The parameters listed in Table 1 for the multi-mode (MML) and single-mode lasers (SML) used in this work are achieved
with the beam shaping optics in the modules. The SML is linearly polarised, while the MML consists of two linearly
polarised diodes which are cross-combined. The modules are appropriately current and temperature stabilised to achieve a
consistent output power. For the irradiation of the fibre, its proximal end was aligned to the maximum fibre output power
using a very stable mechanical fibre alignment system. A thermopile power meter of type Coherent PowerMax PS19Q
with a circular aperture of 19 mm was used to monitor the power received.
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All fibres used have undoped synthetic silica cores and fluorine-doped claddings, with the low-mode fibre (LMF)
having a core diameter of 10 µm and the SMF having mode-field diameters in the range of 2·w0 = 2.5 to 3.2 µm. All the
fibres used were stored for several months before irradiation. The fibres under test (FUT) had a length of 1 m, suitable for
long-term experiments. For short-term experiments with the LMF discussed here, a length of 0.5 m was chosen due to the
strong absorption in the deep-UV. Table 2 shows a matrix of the power density

in the fibre core

for various combinations of diode laser modules and fibre types. The actual power density experienced by the proximal
fibre surface is in the range defined by Ispot, as given in Table 1.
The fibre output power can be stabilised at a level above 50 mW for several days by tracking the fibre input power. In
this case a constant power density at the distal surface of Icore > 0.5 MW/cm² is achieved.
The end surfaces of the fibre samples were prepared by use of a standard cleaving technique and were cleaved shortly
before being used in each experiment. The surface roughness was measured using atomic force microscopy (AFM)
according to standardised techniques [15,16,17]. The average roughness for the cleaved samples was approximately
0.4 nm. During irradiation, the proximal fibre end is used inside the alignment system, but not sealed or flushed with gas.
The distal end is in free space and not protected from dust particles. All experiments are conducted in a standard laboratory
environment at room temperature.
The approach in this work has combined the use of light microscopy, which was undertaken immediately after
irradiation, with further examination of the fibre end surfaces using both, atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM).In addition, under circumstances where samples were particularly interesting, energy
dispersive x-ray (EDX) analysis was performed on particular samples. Further, for two particular samples, high resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) was used for analysing a focused ion beam (FIB) prepared lamella.
The progress of the fibre damage during the irradiation period was monitored using the fibre output power from the
fibre samples. The long-term experiments were undertaken over a period ranging from four days to two weeks, depending
on the reduction in the fibre output power that was experienced. The goal for long-term damage was a power reduction in
the range of 20 to 70 %, depending on the particular study being undertaken. The single short-term experiment with the
LMF consisted of three exposure periods with a length of 5, 10, and 15 minutes, with spectral measurements being taken
between exposures.
In order to determine spectrally induced loss, spectral measurements were taken before and after irradiation with light
from the diode lasers. A recently developed spectrometer system, including a deuterium lamp as a broadband light source
and a spectrometer with a back-thinned CCD chip measuring from 167 nm to 622 nm, was used to measure the SMF in the
deep-UV. Short pieces of MMF with low solarisation were used for coupling in and out of the FUTs through butt-
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coupling [6,7]. This procedure showed best reliability when repeatedly changing between the laser and the broadband
system. In spite of that, some of the measurement samples show white light interference due to misalignment at the
coupling sites. The dark current reading was subtracted from the recorded spectra and the result obtained was then
processed using the relationship

to monitor the spectral loss induced by

405 nm irradiation. This system was also used to determine the attenuation profile, α(λ), of the LMF by using the cut-back
method. The fibre was thus cut back from 0.5 m to 0.25 m and the attenuation profile calculated by using the relationship
with l = 0.25 m.
To determine the error in the power reading, the standard deviation of the daily average is added to the uncertainties
seen from the power meter and the diode laser module. In the spectral measurements, a lamp signal error ΔI of ±3 % at
200 nm, ±2 % at 300 nm and ±1 % at 400 nm is taken into consideration. The noise in the spectrometer is much lower than
this error and not taken into account. For the error of the spectral loss, ΔLind, the non-linear propagation of error is used
where

.
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RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the output power for the two SMF samples presented here. Over the course of 9 days the reduction in
fibre output power is 30 % for the sample irradiated with the MML. For the sample irradiated with the SML the output
power reduced by 67 % within a period of 11 days. In both cases a stable long-term irradiation with the maximum fibre
output power was achieved and a structural modification to the proximal fibre surface could be seen. Either a cross shape,
if damaged with the MML, or a spot, if damaged with the SML, was observed by using light microscopy. With the use of
AFM, a ripple structure on the protruding structure was discovered. Figure 2 shows the core region of the SMF sample
damaged with MML for 9 days, the structure in this case had a height of about 500 nm. Figure 3 shows the core region of
the SMF sample damaged with SML for 11 days, this structure had a height of about 700 nm. In both cases, the structure
lies on the fibre core and spreads onto the cladding.
A ripple-like periodicity of 250 to 400 nm was determined for MML as well as for SML damage spots (see inset in
Figure 3). The polarisation is denoted by the arrows in both figures and the ripples are oriented parallel to the polarisation
direction of the laser light. In case of the MML damaged samples, the ripples run parallel the slow axes of the two laser
spots along which the laser beams are polarised [18]. In the centre of the cross shape the ripples become very short and are
more formed like cones.
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The reduction in fibre output power is a strong indication not only of the clarity of the ripple, but also for the height of
the structure. The surface structure grows out of the surface, protruding in some cases by more than 1 µm with a base
diameter of 3 to 6 µm.
Figure 4 shows a REM image of a distal fibre end surface, that had been exposed to a constant power density
Icore > 1 MW/cm² in the core for 8 days. This is also the power density on the distal end surface. A periodic structure was
formed on the distal surface, but it does not cover the whole core and has a diameter of about 1 µm. The structure is
centred on the core at the point of highest intensity of the Gaussian light distribution, which is higher than the mean value
Icore. The periodicity of the ripples is also about 250 to 300 nm as for the structure on the proximal surface. In addition,
very small spherical and angular particles aggregate in a radius of about 5 µm around the centre of the fibre. These
particles were not seen on the freshly cleaved surface, which was observed to be ‘perfectly’ clean.
EDX analyses on several different samples from the proximal and distal end have repeatedly shown no variation in the
elemental concentrations between the core and its structure, and the area around it. The aggregated particles found on the
distal end also showed no trace of this in the EDX analyses. A high resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) image of a 150 nm thick focused ion beam (FIB) prepared lamella of a MML damage spot is presented in Figure 5.
It shows that the damaged area is a layer with lower material density (area b in lighter grey).Below this surface layer and
outside of the irradiated area the material density is unchanged (area c in darker grey). The surface region of the lower
density material has a porous structure. No diffraction patterns indicating crystalline structures were seen in the TEM.
The calculated loss spectra Lind(λ) of the short-term irradiated LMF sample showed no degradation at 405 nm. On the
other hand, a change in fibre attenuation in the deep-UV could be observed in Figure 6. The spectral loss at 245 nm, seen
as an absorption peak in the attenuation profile in the inset of Figure 6, reduces within minutes, while loss below 240 nm is
increased. The LMF sample shows some white light interference effects in the wavelength range of 270 to 400 nm, due to
slightly different coupling conditions before and after irradiation. The effect of the white light interference is not included
in the error. The induced loss below 240 nm increases with the total irradiation time and likely masks the increase of the
induced gain at 250 nm. The induced loss values, at wavelengths below 220 nm could not readily be calculated, because of
the increasing strong absorption and limited dynamic of the measurement system.
The induced loss was also observed for SMF samples, when they were irradiated for a few days only. In this case the
reduction of the fibre output power was below 20 %.The change in fibre attenuation of the SMF sample in Figure 7is not
as strong as for the LMF sample, but peaks at wavelengths of 215 and 250 nm are clearly visible. However, when the SMF
is irradiated for extended periods a broadband loss is observed from the red down into the deep-UV. The loss decreases
with the use of longer wavelengths.
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DISCUSSION

The change of the fibre absorption in the deep-UV occurs at the oxygen deficient centre ODC(II) at 245 nm and the E'γ
centre at 214 nm [10,11]. The ODC(II) is an unrelaxed oxygen vacancy or a divalent silicon bond, which in our case are
precursors for defect centres [5]. A transformation of the ODC(II) centres (5 eV) into E'γ centres (5.8 eV), with an unpaired
sp³ electron, can be explained in several ways. A transformation through coherent two-photon absorption of 405 nm (3 eV)
photons seems unlikely in a low power experiment of this type, but the probability of this increases with the extremely
long exposure. A two-step process is also possible [19] – if an exciton is generated when two consecutive photons are
absorbed incoherently, then a non-radiative decay of the exciton can induce an E'γ centre close to the absorption site. On
the other hand, E'γ centres can be generated directly at the absorption site by a two-step ionisation of ODC(II) centres.
Nevertheless, this transformation reduces the number of ODC(II) centres and increases the number of E'γ centres. As
reported in the introduction, this bleaching of ODC(II) is also known from excimer laser experiments [13]. Since the fibres
were stored for a long time before irradiation, all molecular H 2 remaining from their production should be reduced to
atmospheric concentrations within the 125 µm fibres. In this case a passivation of defects from molecular H 2 is
neglectable. The immediate reduction of the ODC(II), compared to the increase of E'γ centres over time, points towards a
two-step process generating excitons which decay, over time, inducing the E'γ centres. These deep-UV effects of 405 nm
laser irradiation need further investigation to reveal the actual mechanism involved.
The absorption change can only be seen in the LMF samples and short-term irradiated SMF samples. The damaged
area of 6 µm in diameter on the 15 µm core LMF is over-illuminated by the deuterium lamp. Thus the damage spot at the
proximal surface cannot interfere with the loss measurement. If the surface structure is very distinct and covers the whole
core, e.g. of the SMF, then the structure interferes with the light coupling into the fibre and only the mentioned broadband
loss can be observed. This broadband power loss is the result of focusing and scattering by the periodic surface structure
on the proximal fibre end, impairing the coupling efficiency. The structure on the distal end would not be expected to
reduce the power transmitted by the fibre, but would impair the quality of the beam radiated from the fibre end surface. An
investigation of these effects on transmission and on the beam quality in more detail is part of on-going work.
In the experiments carried out at a wavelength of 405 nm, the CW power density Ispot in the laser beam waist and Icore in
the fibre core and on the distal fibre surface was at least in the range of 0.5 to 1 MW/cm². Maximum values of
2.5 MW/cm² are obtained when the laser and fibre are operating in the single-mode regime. This is still three orders of
magnitude lower than the optical damage threshold of more than 1 GW/cm². Nevertheless, a deformation of the synthetic
silica surface over a duration of several days is observed.
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Similar periodic surface structures with ripples, called laser induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS), were seen in
short-pulsed laser experiments on mostly crystalline wide band-gap materials [20,21,22]. Those structures also exhibit
bifurcations, bends and break-ups, as is seen in the case here. The current model explains these structures by selforganisation of an unstable surface layer by duelling processes of desorption and self-diffusion [23]. In the past, an
interference model was used to describe these effects, but in the last decades new results and simulations have been
presented to contradict this model [24,25,26].
It is suggested in this work that the fibre surface is destabilised by a multi-step surface ionisation leading to Coulomb
explosion, i.e. desorption. The surface ionisation starts with the generation of unpaired electrons on or close to the surface
through two-photon absorption. The E'γ centres are generated either from ODC(II) as in the bulk of the fibre or from
silanone and dioxasilirane surface centres [5]. The unpaired electrons can be excited further and above a certain threshold
escape from the surface leaving a positively charged surface behind.
If the fibre output power is high enough over a period of several days, then the same effects are seen on the distal fibre
surface. The aggregation of very small particles on the core region of the distal fibre surface is also an indication for a
surface ionisation. Either charged atomic clusters are repelled out of the surface or external particles are attracted to the
charged surface.
The periodic surface structure on the distal fibre surface also shows that the formation of the periodic structures
depends on the power density. It only appears in the region of highest intensity of the Gaussian light distribution in the
core. On the proximal fibre surface, where the power density is higher overall, the structure appears on the whole core.
The laser and material parameters contributing to the generation of periodic surface structures with short-pulsed laser
experiments correspond to the important parameters that were found [23,27,28]. The thickness of the unstable layer is seen
to increase with power density, surface roughness and the generation of defect centres. The form and orientation of the
ripples depend strongly on the laser polarisation. In the work reported here on silica fibres, the structural orientation of the
ripples correlates with the polarisation direction of the laser light. In case of the cross-polarised laser light short ripples and
cones are observed, just as for elliptical and circular polarised light in the work of Varlamova et.al.[29].
The formation of the periodic surface structure is a modification of the silica on the surface. It was found that there was
no difference in the chemical composition between the core region and the region around it in the EDX analyses. The TEM
images showed that there is a surface layer in the area of irradiation with a lower density than the silica material around it.
This layer of lower density has a porous structure in its outermost part. Since no diffraction patterns were observed in the
TEM, it can be concluded that it is not crystalline but is rather an amorphous layer of lower density silica.
In this research, the fibre end surfaces were not explicitly protected from the environment. Thus, dust particles attracted
by an ionised surface and water absorbed by the silica should not be ruled out as triggers of the modification effects seen.
7

However, no other elements beside silicon, oxygen and the sputter specimen were found in significant quantities in the
fibre core area by EDX analyses, carried out so far. Additionally, the heating of absorbed water in the fibre core is not
likely at the short wavelength of 405 nm used. The need for further investigation of this is recognized and long-term
experiments with fibre end surfaces in a box flushed with different inert gases are a key part of on-going research.
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CONCLUSION

It has been shown that the damage occurring on proximal and distal silica fibre surfaces during irradiation is due to the
generation of a periodic surface structure, impairing the coupling efficiency and the beam quality. It is suggested in this
work that this ripple structure is formed by a self-organising process of an unstable surface layer of silica. The generation
of E'γ centres enhances the surface ionisation and thus the destabilisation.
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Figure 1: Fibre output power Pout,fibre over time of two 1 m long SMF samples irradiated with either MML or SML. Each
data point represents the daily average of output power.

Figure 2: AFM micrograph of the proximal end of a cleaved SMF damaged with MML for 9 days. The size of the modefield diameter of the fibre is denoted by a circle. The depressed line going through the cross shape is erosion from an EDX
line scan.
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Figure 3: AFM micrograph of the proximal end of a cleaved SMF damaged with SML for 11 days. The size of the modefield diameter of the fibre is denoted by a circle. The scratches running across the surface are from the cleaving process.
The inset shows a height line scan across the periodic structure.

Figure 4: SEM image of the distal end of a cleaved SMF damaged with constantpower density Icore>1 MW/cm² for 8 days.
The size of the mode-field diameter of the fibre is denoted by a circle.
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Figure 5: HR-TEM image of a FIB lamella of a MML damage spot. On top is the sputter specimen platinum (a, black),
below a porous, lower density silica material (b, lighter grey), and further below unchanged fibre material (c, darker grey).

Figure 6: Loss spectra Lind(λ) of a 0.5 m LMF sample with a core diameter of 10 µm and a length of 0.5 m for the given
irradiation times with the MML. This sample exhibits some effects due to white light interference. The inset shows the
attenuation profile of this fibre type.
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Figure 7: Loss spectrum Lind(λ) of a SMF sample with a mode-field diameter of 2.7 µm and a length of 1 m for an
irradiation time of 98 h with the MML. The inset shows the fibre-optic spectrometer (FOS) spectra taken before and after
irradiation.

Parameter

MML
double diode

SML

Number of laser diodes

2 (cross-polarised)

1

Output power Pout / mW

300±5

150±3

Power stabilityΔPout/ %/h

<0.25

<0.4

Calculated spot diameter
2∙w0 / µm

5.9

2.78

Calculated power density
in spot Ispot / MW/cm²

1.1

2.45

Table 1: Summary of characteristics of the diode laser modules used.

MML

SML

LMF

Icore = 100 – 130 kW/cm²

N/A

SMF

Icore = 0.9 – 1.3 MW/cm²

Icore = 1.6 – 2 MW/cm²

Table 2: Data for the power density Icorein the fibre core for various combinations of diode laser modules and fibre types.
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